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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2462-“Lori, d id you just say that your senior 
and head of the sect are here? Where are they?” Ted asked. 

“I have no idea. We parted ways after we arrived on Earth. However, I can 
contact them.” 

Lorraine contacted Nova and Celeste in secret after she said that. 

At their level, they could reach anywhere on a super small living planet such 
as Earth in a blink of an eye. 

Less than ten seconds after Lorraine sent the message, the space in The 
Krums’ hall shifted. 

A space crack appeared and two figures, one green and one red, appeared 
from the crack. 

“Lori, why did you call us?” Celeste’s voice could be heard before she even 
stepped out of the crack. 

All the disciples, including the elder and the head of sect Ted, were frozen in 
place. 

What did they see? 

Someone just appeared in the hall out of thin air? 

Nova and Celeste had traveled in a high-dimensional space, but to them, 
Nova and Celeste had appeared out of thin air. 

This was beyond everyone’s understanding. 

‘What kind of strength did they have to be able to tear open a crack in space 
and emerge from it? 

‘Perhaps not even someone from Star Realm can do it, right? 

‘Are these two from beyond Star Realm?’ 

The people were amazed. 



Plus, why was the woman in the red long dress so similar to Lorraine? 

The other looked pretty good as well. 

Were all powerhouses outside of Earth so stunning? 

“Celeste, Lady Dream, where have you been recently?” Lorraine smiled and 
asked. 

“We’re just wandering around Earth. We want to see if we can find more 
talented young successors like you and Selena. Unfortunately, we can’t find 
any. It seems that Earth has used up all its luck birthing you two. Lori, where 
are we?” Celeste looked at the disciples of The Krums frozen in the hall. 

“Celeste, this is the sect on Earth called The Krums. Back then, I learned a lot 
of things here. That’s the head of the sect, Ted Sommer. That’s my master, 
Taylor Coda,” Lorraine pointed at Ted and Taylor as she introduced them. 

“I see, Ted and Taylor. My apologies for intruding,” Celeste said courteously. 

“Hello, you two,” Nova also greeted the two. 

Since this was Lorraine’s master and the head of her original sect, they had to 
show respect no matter what. 

Otherwise, they would not greet people like them with low strength. 

“Oh, no! Oh, no! You two are too modest. What did I do to be worthy of your 
courtesy? This is such a lifetime’s honor!” Ted came back to his senses and 
said in fear. 

I’m sorry for making a fool of myself in front of you two. I am just an ant, so 
how am I worthy of your courtesy?” Taylor quickly added. 

Judging from the fact that the women could tear open space, Taylor and Ted 
knew they were not people they could imagine. 

Grant and Fred also came back to their senses. While shocked, they also 
refused to accept this. 

Lorraine only introduced Master Coda and Master Ted but she never 
mentioned the two. 



She had not even looked at them since she walked in. 

It was clear that she was looking down on them. 

It seemed that after Lorraine went out to gain more experience, she began to 
look down on her two seniors. 

 


